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Ship: Antique Lands
Type: Subsidized Liner
Tech Level: 12

Class: Lord Somerset
Architect: Alvin Plummer

USP
Bat Bear
Bat

M-6431331-030000-10000-0 MCr 353.390 600 Tons
3
3
Crew: 12
3
3
TL: 12

Cargo: 126 Passengers: 21 Crew Sections: 1 of 9 Low: 20 Fuel: 208 EP: 18 Agility: 1
Craft: 1 x 20T Launch
Fuel Treatment: Fuel Scoops
Architects Fee: MCr 3.534

Cost in Quantity: MCr 282.712

Detailed Description
HULL
600 tons standard, 8,400 cubic meters, Close Structure Configuration
CREW
Pilot, Navigator, 3 Engineers, Medic, 3 Stewards, 3 Gunners/Stewards/Deckhands
ENGINEERING
Jump-3, 1G Manuever, Power plant-3, 18 EP, Agility 1
AVIONICS
Bridge, Model/3 Computer
HARDPOINTS
3 Hardpoints
ARMAMENT
3 Dual Mixed Turrets each with: 1 Beam Laser (Factor-1).
DEFENCES
1 Sandcaster in each Mixed Turret, organised into 3 Batteries (Factor-3)
CRAFT
1 20-ton Launch
FUEL
208 Tons Fuel (3 parsecs jump and 28 days endurance, plus 10 tons of additional fuel.
The extra fuel can provide an additional 15.5 days of power for the ship,
or to make up for fuel lost in combat.)
On Board Fuel Scoops, No Fuel Purification Plant
MISCELLANEOUS
30 Staterooms, 20 Low Berths, 21 Middle Passengers, 20 Low Passengers, 126 Tons Cargo
USER DEFINED COMPONENTS
None
COST
MCr 356.924 Singly (incl. Architects fees of MCr 3.534),
MCr 282.712 in Quantity
CONSTRUCTION TIME
99 Weeks Singly, 79 Weeks in Quantity
COMMENTS
(Note: the extra fuel was used to help match this design with the original cargo specs for the
Lord Somerset class, in FASA’s Adventure Class Ships, Volume 2162 book.)
The Lord Somerset-class liner is popular throughout the Imperium, as it features lush
accommodations for her passengers, and several avenues for entertainment and games. In the
Popagroup group, there are two Lord Somerset liners: The Antique Lands is used for the Imperial
leaders of the flotilla, while Invisible Cities is provided for the transport and comfort of the
162

You can purchase this book at www.rpgnow.com or www.drivethrurpg.com
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immigrant leadership. Antique Lands is lavishly decorated with the theme of ancient Egyptian,
Chinese, and (pre-spaceflight) Vilani dynasties, while the ornate accommodations and public areas
of Invisible Cities celebrate idealized fictional cities of Solomani legends like Shangri-la and
El Dorado.
Both Lord Somerset ships may be found in close proximity: either in orbit, connected by an
airtight tunnel to permit easy communication; or in a starport, in neighbouring berths.
The captains of the Popagroup only need answer to the Imperial leadership, as they are paying the
bills: but the Imperial family leadership want their long-lost Solomani brothers to truly feel
welcomed and respected, and to fully buy into the ideas and goals of House Popa. So for comity’s
sake, respect, honour, and some authority – especially over their own people and property – has
been granted to the Solomani immigrant leaders. Invisible Cities is a gilded cage: but only a
temporary one, to protect the immigrants for a season.

Ship: Endgame
Type: Patrol Cruiser
Tech Level: 12

Class: Lurushaar Kilaalum
Architect: Alvin Plummer

USP
Bat Bear
Bat

T-4134431-000000-30002-0 MCr 314.160 400 Tons
2
2
Crew: 19
2
2
TL: 12

Cargo: 49 Low: 4 Fuel: 136 EP: 16 Agility: 2
Marines: 8 Craft: 1 x 30T Ship's Boat, 1 x 8T G-Carrier
Fuel Treatment: Fuel Scoops
Architects Fee: MCr 3.142

Cost in Quantity: MCr 251.328

Detailed Description
HULL
400 tons standard, 5,600 cubic meters, Needle/Wedge Configuration
CREW
Pilot, Navigator, 4 Engineers, Medic, 4 Gunners, 8 Marines
ENGINEERING
Jump-3, 4G Manuever, Power plant-4, 16 EP, Agility 2
AVIONICS
Bridge, Model/3 Computer
HARDPOINTS
4 Hardpoints
ARMAMENT
2 Triple Missile Turrets organised into 2 Batteries (Factor-2),
2 Triple Beam Laser Turrets organised into 2 Batteries (Factor-3)
DEFENCES
None
CRAFT
1x 30-ton Ship's Boat, 1x 8-ton G-Carrier
FUEL
136 Tons Fuel (3 parsecs jump and 28 days endurance)
On Board Fuel Scoops, No Fuel Purification Plant
MISCELLANEOUS
10 Staterooms, 4 Low Berths, 4 Low Passengers, 49 Tons Cargo
USER DEFINED COMPONENTS
None
COST
MCr 317.302 Singly (incl. Architects fees of MCr 3.142),
MCr 251.328 in Quantity
CONSTRUCTION TIME
82 Weeks Singly, 65 Weeks in Quantity
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COMMENTS
The Lurushaar Kilaalum-class patrol cruiser is an extremely popular space patrol ship, used right
across the Imperium (and far beyond her borders) for over a millennia by a myriad of planetary
governments, colonial navies, corporate interests, starmercs, and ruling families. The ship’s
background is extensively detailed in GURPS Traveller: Starships, page 84 ff.163

Ship: Capitalist Tool
Type: Modular Ship
Tech Level: 12

Class: LSP Modular Starship
Architect: Alvin Plummer

USP
Bat Bear
Bat

M-3222221-000000-00000-0 MCr 146.192 300 Tons
Crew: 5
TL: 12

Cargo: 1 Crew Sections: 1 of 5 Fuel: 36 EP: 6 Agility: 2
Craft: 6 x 30T Modules
Fuel Treatment: Fuel Scoops and On Board Fuel Purification
Architects Fee: MCr 1.462
Cost in Quantity: MCr 116.954
Detailed Description

(High Guard Design)

HULL
300 tons standard, 4,200 cubic meters, Cone Configuration
CREW
Pilot, Navigator, 2 Engineers, Medic
ENGINEERING
Jump-2, 2G Manuever, Power plant-2, 6 EP, Agility 2
AVIONICS
Bridge, Model/2 Computer
HARDPOINTS
2 Hardpoints
ARMAMENT
1 Empty None Turret
DEFENCES
None
CRAFT
6x 30-ton Modules
FUEL
36 Tons Fuel (1 parsecs jump and 28 days endurance)
On Board Fuel Scoops, On Board Fuel Purification Plant
MISCELLANEOUS
3 Staterooms, 1 Ton Cargo
USER DEFINED COMPONENTS
None
COST
MCr 147.654 Singly (incl. Architects fees of MCr 1.462), MCr 116.954 in Quantity
CONSTRUCTION TIME
71 Weeks Singly, 57 Weeks in Quantity
COMMENTS
A very versatile ship, the LSP Modular Ship can be found handling a vast array of tasks, where it
would be too expensive to find a specialized ship for the work. Depending on the modules
163

I use the Lurushaar Kilaalum class name, and not the snappier Vayu class name introduced in
GURPS Traveller: Sarships, because my beloved MegaTraveller publisher Digest Group used the
longer and older tag.
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provided, the ship can be used for cargo, a low-intensity military platform, transport of
civilians or troops, sensor stations, a medical facility, even a makeshift space station.
Note that the ship only has fuel for a one parsec jump, even though her jump drives are rated for
two parsecs. Another fuel module is needed for a two parsec jump.
The ship is quite popular everywhere in the Imperium, definitely including Reft and Verge
sectors, and is likely to be the first ship met when the Popagroup flotilla arrives at their home
port, at Kapakoo/Nuzuu/Verge.
Referee: of course, the LSP Modular Starship is described in several books, including Golden Age
Starships 7 LSP Modular Starship (for Traveller20). In the latter book, the following is found on
page 11:
CLASSIC TRAVELLER STATISTICS
Because High Guard does not allow fully streamlined close configuration, the configuration has been rated as
a cone to allow full streamlining.
Deneb M-3222221-000000-00000-0 MCr117.545 300 tons Crew=5 TL=12
Fuel=36 Cargo=1 EP=6 Hardpoints=1 Triple Turret=1 Agility=2 Cutter Modules=6 Fuel Scoops, Fuel Processor
I leave it up to the Referee to decide which Classic Traveller description he prefers. Certainly,
he should get one of the books, for the deck plans, modules, backstory and interesting scenarios!

A traveller’s residential complex within the (extended) Imperial Extraterritoriality Zone,
near the floating starport. “Safe and secure from the local yahoos and tyrants.”
This graphic is titled “Concourse” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Concourse-563123360
Appendix: Initial Situation
Hipponax/Hulda/Canopus 0118 is a notable world within the Solomani Confederation. Among the most liberal
worlds within the Confederation, it is also one of the wealthiest: the combination of wealth and a strong set of
planetary laws protecting the lives, liberty and property of all traders and visitors, human or otherwise, has made it
a magnet for wealthy long-term visitors to the Confederation. The less-than-ideologically committed local Party
leadership has gone out of their way to make those of tainted blood and alien heritage feel welcome and secure…
and reaped the financial benefits of doing so.
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Under interstellar Solomani Race Laws and some local Race Codes, non-humans/racially impure near-humans/
fake humans/parahumans may be permitted to rule themselves to a certain extent, in the style of Indian
reservations and Bantustans, but only under the overarching authority of the Solomani. Moreover, their laws have
no authority over any member of the Race. But once again, despite these restrictions set by the interstellar
government, the local Party routinely supports the lesser breeds with complimentary laws/regulations, passed by
the planetary Solomani legislatures – which do have authority over members of the Solomani Race. As such, on
Hipponax humans are not permitted to casually steal, abuse, or kill non-humans (visitor or native) because local
Solomani laws forbid it.
The exiled members of the Popa family that immigrated to Hipponax centuries ago did share the pure Solomani
blood of the locals, and even membership in the European race (Slavic branch) and (Eastern Orthodox) culture &
164
religion. However, they also brought with them more than a few Imperial (read: Vilani-influenced) mores and
beliefs that rubbed the old-line Solomani the wrong way.
After four centuries, the hundreds of immigrants that fled their Imperial defeat have grown to the 50,000-strong
Popai ethnic group. They have managed to earn a decent living as small businessmen and technicians, treating the
165
eastern suburbs of the arctic city of Nedropall as their heartland. Due to a pervasive undercurrent of elite
disrespect for their Old Imperial Ways, the Popai remain underrepresented in local politics, despite meeting the
Solomani racial requirements. However, the local balkanized, discordant planetary culture, coupled with the Civil
Service (read: mildly bureaucratic) government, a tradition of racial/cultural set-asides, and a welcoming, even
admiring attitude to foreigners, has allowed them to grab some local privileges and minority rights for themselves.
Being wise enough to avoid the welfare handouts (and the ill-effects they always breed), the Popai used State
166
power in more profitable ways , preferring to raise up legal barriers to any outsider trying to horn into their
businesses of vehicle and machinery repair and maintenance, construction and heating in much of Nedropall, the
167
sealed corridors in their neighbourhoods, or take away their fair share of precinct and city jobs. Sometimes, the
city government enforces the rules: sometimes, they are enforced using more freelance ways.

(Following) Desert Acasă, a.k.a “Desert Home” in Ancient Romanian.
House Popa’s central stronghold/military base/trading hub
on Kapakoo, 1107 Imperial. This graphic is titled “Sci-fi Landscape” © Jerry Boucher.
See his work at https://jerryboucher.deviantart.com/art/Sci-fi-landscape-664809522

164

So I’m cheating in describing a culture 3000 years into the future by assuming a near-unchanged
race/religion matrix. Traveller, like most fiction set in the future, assumes near-rigidity in such things: it’s a
game, not a predictive construct. Then again, cultural patterns can last a lot longer than you might think,
especially with the advent of audio-visual media, so you could see exactly how the long-lost ancestors dressed,
spoke, and behaved, as well as their environment. Also, regarding the natural rise of new races on new lands,
note the concept of ethnogenesis, touched on in the footnotes of page 82 in this fanzine.
165
th
“Water city”, in the local tongue, which now only has a few bits and pieces of Early Stellar (i.e. 25 century
AD) Greek left in it. Seeing that the city is now surrounded by ice, not water, things must have changed since
the initial settlement…
166
The dimmest thieves want other people’s money put directly into their pockets; slightly brighter ones want
the safety/unaccountability of a bureaucracy. Clever thieves prefer a rigged system, ‘too complicated for
mundanes to understand’: this is usually legal or financial, but sometimes a protected guild, industry, or a
religious scam (this includes naturalistic religions).
167
See Gary North, “The Politics of the Fair Share”, https://www.garynorth.com/public/17957.cfm
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Prologue to the Exodus
Family historians from the Imperium, tied to House Popa, had known of the Popai for over two centuries, but
relations between the mixed-race Imperial winners and the pure-race Solomani losers were frosty at best… to the
extent relations even existed. (Hipponax is a long way off from House Popa strongholds: in such circumstances,
‘hostile relations’ are more like ‘ancient grudges and fading memories’.) But in 1098, the Imperials decided to
boost their family numbers by bringing in long-lost relatives.
The Imperial agents arrived on Hipponax at 158-1100: an opportune moment in time, when the local Popai were
smarting from a set of defeats: a high-profile bureaucratic tussle ended up a loss, with the disappearance of
168
certain privileges and an unfavourable redistricting of election zones in Nedropall ; a bitter internal struggle
among the criminally-minded led to a loss of certain valuable rackets to stronger outsiders; and a scandal had
destroyed the career of one of the very few – perhaps the only – big-time Popai power brokers on the planet.
The mainstream media pushed the ‘Imperial sympos and their alien friends’ narrative, but this gained no traction
with a planetary population that found much to admire in the Imperium, and didn’t fear foreigners at all. Even the
‘Imperial taint’ of the Popai turned into a bonus, with popular, subversive songs openly celebrating the Imperial
visit… and implicitly, indirectly, mocking Solomani Party policies.
Rather than double-down and fight a cultural battle the haven’t prepared for on unfavourable ground, the Party’s
media organs decided to push the issue off the major news feeds. The fight then shifted to various negotiations:
first with the Imperials coaxing certain Popai leaders – the wounded, the isolated, those who had little to lose and
168

In the Confederation, elections among the genetically-qualified are held to help insure public buy-in to
whatever Party leadership has previously decided. But among the Solomani, elections are often more
competitive than the Powers that Be prefer: a major reason why Hipponax is under a Civil Service government,
and not the Impersonal Bureaucracy the Vilani Solomani Party prefers.
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much to gain – to emigrate the Imperium, along with their followers. Then, delicate negotiations were held with
various Confederation agencies and ministries, to arrange for the right permissions, permits, and licenses.
Thanks to some exceptionally good Solomani legal talent hired by House Popa (with exceptionally good billable
hour rates), negotiations were successfully concluded in 280-1102 Imperial on Hipponax. The Popa clan heads on
169
were notified on Kapakoo on 66-1103 – almost a year later – via Jump4 courier . After financing was set up, a
convoy was assembled and christened the Popagroup. On 44-1104 the small Popagroup flotilla left Kapakoo,
170
arriving at Hipponax at 125-1105 after a journey of 447 days – almost spot-on the optimum mark of 434 days!
Appendix: Imperial Secularism
It is true that, with…
1. the decentralized nature of Imperial rule vis-à-vis the individual populated world – a world that retains a
very high level of local sovereignty,
2. the free flow of information; a broad tolerance for contrary, even anti-Imperial opinion; and the general
lack of Imperial interest in (non-military) censorship
3. the (by and large) avoidance of direct individual taxation, and
4. the existence of the (informal) Imperial Rules of War
…it can be inferred that Solomani Christian nobles

171

had a strong influence in the early formation of the Imperium.

However, noting the lack of formal, legal submission of the Emperor to Christ, and that the commandments and
laws of the Bible have no force on the Imperial scale, it is certain that the Third Imperium is better described as an
early modern European Absolute Monarchy… without the bother of an official church, to justify or restrict the
reign & authority of the monarch.
Despite this, I have never seen Imperial Secularism as merely thinly veiled anti-Christian malice, in the style of the
West and best illustrated by Voltaire: “Every sensible man, every honourable man, must hold the Christian sect in
172
horror” . Instead, I have always seen Imperial Secularism as more of a casual indifference to provincial chatter
about naturalism and supernaturalism, when the only things that really matter – across all species, all cultures, all
worlds, all times – is wealth, power and properly savoured pleasure.
Not in some brutal (and so very Solomani) Nietzschean sense, nor with the savage innovations of the Marquis
de Sade. No! Wealth, power, and pleasure are to be carefully governed, husbanded, nurtured, shaped and
directed, moment by year by century, to insure that your family, your descendants, your people, your nation,
and even your most useful, obedient and loyal servants can also enjoy the good things in life. Not just today,
but forever.
– Diqet Oou, Marquis of Epel/Vaait/Massilia, 92-400 Imperial.
169

Using www.travellermap.com, it takes 45 jumps at jump4 to get between Hipponax and Kapakoo: 45 weeks
= 315 days. I added 10% to the travel time (upping it to 346 days) to factor in the usual bureaucratic delays
tied to crossing the borders of hostile powers – and the fact that the Imperium does not recognize the
existence of the Solomani Confederation, which adds to the diplomatic & legal red tape.
170
Being only 3% overdue after a journey of 184 parsecs would be something of a minor miracle!
171
And when I say “Christian” I mean Calvinist/Christian Reconstructionist (See: ‘Separate spheres of
sovereignty’), rather than Catholic power-pyramids or supine Orthodox submission to the Czar. As is obvious
with the ever-diminishing liberties of speech, privacy, self-governance, and property within Secularist
societies, Christianity – formally enshrined in law or not – is required for the freedom of action PCs require for
a good roleplaying experience. Unless they actually like role-playing in soft or hard tyrannies, where men
hiding behind a mask of a play-pretend god (and driven by their hatred for the Real Deal) are always telling the
PCs what to think and do and say, with their own lives, their own mouths, and their own property…
172
But also see https://americanvision.org/5425/the-war-against-god-is-war-against-reality/
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It should be noted that European Christians broke themselves to the bureaucratic harness, abandoning the Biblical
173
th
apprentice system for a revival of the pagan academia, the university, to train clerics in the 11 century (and
th
174
later, the seminary in the 19 century, with Princeton Theological Seminary). The expansion of government
funding (and government chains) to include the university, started in Prussia, was merely the capstone on the
Churchian flight from obedience to their supposed master, Jesus Christ. No effort is needed to bring to heel
religious leaders who value the safety of academia, a sheltered lifestyle, a comfortable pay-check, and a studied,
cultivated cultural irrelevance far above either the dangers and risks of directly challenging the Establishment, or
the hard, disciplined labour needed to train the congregation to fight and gain the victory over their enemies.
Worthless shepherds.
I have a major dispute with the vast majority of Christian clerics, seminaries, and theological confessions on the
point of actual enforcement of the Law, best illustrated by Lutheran ‘Two Kingdom’ theology. The Christian
Establishment insists that God does not judge in time and on earth, and that His laws can be ignored, defied, and
mocked by men and nations without consequence. I strongly disagree with these man-fearing secularist sockpuppets. It is better for all – in their hearts, families, associations, businesses, and governments – to enforce the
Law in a lawful manner, than to slack off to such an extent that God has to do it Himself. “You won’t like it when
175
that happens: and it will be the churches and the People of God who will be judged first.”
The Vilani First Imperium, the Ziru Sirka, loved its towering bureaucratic centralized ecclesiastical establishments,
with a single head at the top. In the old, pre-Jump era, actual PriestKings were a familiar occurrence, where the
shugilii caste (a priestly caste, focusing on food purity... and not Divine Law) gained dominance. During the
Imperium, the caste morphed into the bureaucratic (and extremely influential) Naasirka Megacorporation.
The Second Imperium, the Rule of Man, the Ramshackle Empire, didn’t have an organized doctrine on religion…
except a strong hostility to Vilani Ritualism, powered by a desire to change and reform it. With the scattered
Imperial forces attempting to rule a massive territory, the local commanding officers – who eventually became a
hereditary ruling caste themselves – decided for themselves what religious policy was to be. Sometimes things
changed, sometimes not; often the unexpected happened; but there was always widespread hostility, and on
occasion, even a successful local overthrow of the hated revisionism and the local Terran agents of change.
In the Third Imperium, the central government, as noted, prefers a hand-off approach to religions and ideologies
as parts of its general preference for low-cost forms of governance. It is the Emperor, and not God, who is the
Source of Imperial Law: but no Emperor has demanded formal worship of himself, to avoid a nasty backlash from…
well, everyone. Except the Imperial Cult: they would love to see a public declaration of Imperial Divinity, and
become a formal, fully integrated, and well-compensated arm of Imperial Power.
Locally, strictly Vilani governments go with the traditional shugilli castes, and the usual focus on Vilani Ritualism.
Most Mixed Vilani Imperial cultures want a formal religious system, weak or strong, integrated into the
government. “It’s the traditional thing to do.”
(Following) When in orbit around a busy world, or refuelling at a popular gas giant, a starship captain needs to
be on his toes. There may be all sorts of slowpokes, chemical-powered rockets, and solar sails that simply can’t
manoeuvre as quickly as you can: and a collision always costs time and money, which often matters more than
determining who’s at fault. This graphic is titled “Jovian Sail Ship” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Jovian-Sail-Ship-306383162

173

See Gary North: “On Finding a Business Mentor” https://www.garynorth.com/members/17647.cfm
See Gary North: “The Problem With Seminaries” https://www.garynorth.com/public/15392.cfm
175
See “The State-Muzzled Church” https://chalcedon.edu/resources/articles/the-state-muzzled-church
174
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